Summary: Multi-dimensional data generated via high-throughput experiments is increasingly used in conjunction with dimensionality reduction methods to ascertain if resulting separations of the data correspond with known classes. This is particularly useful to determine if a subset of the variables, e.g. genes in a specific pathway, alone can separate samples into these established classes. Despite this, the evaluation of class separations is often subjective and performed via visualization. Here we present the ClusterSignificance package; a set of tools designed to assess the statistical significance of class separations downstream of dimensionality reduction algorithms. In addition, we demonstrate the design and utility of the ClusterSignificance package and utilize it to determine the importance of long non-coding RNA expression in the identity of multiple hematological malignancies. Availability and implementation: ClusterSignificance is an R package available via Bioconductor (https://bioconductor.org/packages/ClusterSignificance) under GPL-3.
Introduction
Ongoing advances in high-throughput methods have placed an ever-increasing importance on the development of analysis techniques suitable for providing a thorough and meaningful understanding of the results. A classic example of one such group of techniques is dimensionality reduction methods, such as principal component analysis, t-Distributed stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE), and others. These methods facilitate visualization of high-dimensional data and can additionally be utilized to evaluate if specific variables are capable of separating the data into known classes. Despite their usefulness, dimensionality reduction methods generally lack a robust and accepted method that determines the statistical significance of the resulting class separations and, instead, the results tend to be judged subjectively via visualization of the output. Although, multiple software programs have been developed for evaluating significant clusters downstream of hierarchical clustering (Liu et al., 2008) , development of such methods which can be applied downstream of dimensionality reduction methods to evaluate class separations are largely non-existent.
Here we present the ClusterSignificance software; an R-based package that provides a novel, non-parametric, and easy to use method to assess if class clusters, meaning clusters of points representing known classes in the data, have a separation different from 
Workflow
Required input to ClusterSignificance is a matrix containing the representation of the data after dimensionality reduction, as well as the user-defined classes to be tested for separation. The ClusterSignificance method operates under the assumption that the dimensionality reduction method was sufficiently capable of detecting the dissimilarities, characterized by features in high-dimensional space, that correspond to the class separations under investigation. The ClusterSignificance package workflow can be divided into three stages; principal curve projection, separation classification, and score permutation each of which are individually described below.
Principal curve projection
The Principal Curve Projection (Pcp) stage is intended to further reduce the data to one dimension. The Pcp stage accomplishes this by first, drawing a principal curve through the data (Fig. 1A) . A Principal curve is a nonparametric nonlinear summary of the data, starting with the first principal component and subsequently given by an optimization of the average distance in arc length of the p-dimensional points in the previous iteration. Hastie and Stuetzle state, 'The human eye is skilled at making trade-offs between smoothness and fidelity to the data . . .', and the principal curve method was developed to make that judgment automatically (Hastie and Stuetzle, 1989) . Principal curves have previously been utilized in multiple applications where a smooth line representation of multidimensional data is needed, such as pseudo-time ordering and image analysis (Caffo et al., 2008; Campbell et al., 2015) . In the context of ClusterSignificance, the principal curve can account for any dimensional space submitted by the user, although the workflow assumes that the obtained principal curve accurately depicts the data with respect to the class separations under consideration. After the principal curve is drawn, the distance between the orthogonally projected data points is calculated, thus completing the one-dimensional projection.
Separation classification
The goal of the separation classification stage is to classify the best possible separations of the class clusters and determine the maximum separation scores that are later compared to the maximum separation scores of the permuted data. To do this we utilize the class definition provided by the user to calculate the sensitivity and specificity at all possible separations along the one-dimensional projection. The score calculation reflects the Euclidean distance from each possible separation point along the ROC curve to the operating point (Song et al., 2014) .
The complement of the score is subsequently calculated, giving high scores to small distances to the ROC curves operating point and vice versa, and the best possible separation is identified by the maximum score value (Fig. 1B) . In addition, the classification stage reports the area under the curve (AUC) for each group comparison that serves as an intuitive measure of the amount of separation observed in the projected space.
Score permutation
In the final stage, score permutation, the user-defined classes are randomly assigned to the input matrix and the Pcp and separation classification steps of ClusterSignificance are re-run. After each permutation, the maximum separation score is recorded and, upon completion, a P-value is calculated as the fraction of separation scores for the permuted data that were higher than the original data. The permutation stage of ClusterSignificance relies on assumptions that typically apply in permutation-based testing, specifically that the joint distribution remains invariant under all rearrangements of the subscripts (Good, 2002) . Plotting the permutation results shows a histogram of all the recorded maximum separation scores during permutation, as well as, the maximum separation score from the real data (Fig. 1C) . The null-hypothesis of the permutation stage is that the class labels are independent of the features and, thus rejection of the null indicates a dependence of these variables and consequently, a separation between classes.
Results
To provide the readers with an easy to follow example, we generated in silico data representative of output from a dimensionality reduction algorithm. A visual interpretation of the data in Figure 1A reveals little or no separation between two of the class clusters (Cls1 and Cls2) and a more apparent separation of one class cluster (Cls3) from the first two. The classification step (Fig. 1B) further supports this notion as the max separation scores for comparisons including the Cls3 class are much higher than the comparison between the Cls1 and Cls2 classes. Finally, the permutation confirms our initial interpretation; the Cls1 and Cls2 class clusters indeed show a dependence between the class labels and the features when compared to the Cls3 class cluster, although no evidence of this dependence is found for the comparison of the Cls1 and Cls2 class clusters (Fig. 1C ). We furthermore, tested if ClusterSignificance behaves as expected using data generated in silico where the range of overlap between cluster classes in all dimensions was either 0% or 100% ( Supplementary Fig. S1A -S1B). Here we expect the results from ClusterSignificance to reflect dependence between the features and class labels in data where the class ranges overlap 0% whereas, no such evidence for dependence should exist when the data ranges overlap 100%. Using alpha level 0.05 to binarily classify results as correct or incorrect, the results indicate that ClusterSignificance has a high rate of sensitivity and specificity shown by its ability to correctly characterize true and false separations in contexts where they are known to exist ( Supplementary Fig. S1C ). Finally, we utilized publically available microarray data (GSE13159), comprised of 2096 patient samples and representing 6 different hematological malignancies as well as non-leukemic and healthy patients (Haferlach et al., 2010) , to determine if their lncRNA expression profile alone was sufficient to significantly separate patients into their known cancer types. Despite increasing evidence that lncRNAs play important roles in disease identity and phenotype (Huarte, 2015; Serviss et al. 2014) , few studies have addressed either of these in the context of hematological cancers. To this end, 4283 unique lncRNA gene (Supplementary Table S1 ) expression profiles were extracted and used for dimensionality reduction via the t-SNE algorithm ( Fig. 2A) . ClusterSignificance was subsequently utilized to evaluate dependence between lncRNA expression profiles and cancer type. ClusterSignificance results after 10 4 iterations show that, with the exception of normal vs. MDS, all comparisons have a significant separation indicating the importance of lncRNA dysregulation in hematological cancers and prompting further investigation to better understand their role in the development of these diseases (Fig. 2B ).
Conclusions
Here we present the ClusterSignificance package that provides tools for determining significant separations in reduced dimensionality data. Testing of the methods used by the package revealed a high level of specificity and sensitivity. Despite this, these conclusions are limited to the assortment of the utilized testing datasets. Due to the large diversity in the datasets that ClusterSignificance will potentially be applied to, we have developed the method in a manner that we believe is sufficiently robust to perform as expected. In addition, each stage of ClusterSignificance is accompanied by specific assumptions that aid the user in judging the validity of the obtained results.
Finally, if so desired, standard methods to access the preservation of the data post-projection may be utilized (reviewed in Gracia et al., 2014) although, due to the fact that the projection stage is incorporated in the permutation stage, we believe the fidelity of the representations in low dimensional space to have a minimal effect on false positives for the significance testing procedure. Additionally, we utilize ClusterSignificance to determine that lncRNA expression profiles are sufficient to recapitulate known hematological cancer types, pointing to the importance of lncRNAs in the identity of these diseases. Although previous high-throughput hematological cancer studies have successfully identified known cancer types based on their overall gene expression profiles (Haferlach et al., 2010) , to our knowledge this is the first time that lncRNAs expression profiles have alone been shown to be capable of accomplishing this. The lack of a significant separation between MDS and normal samples seems to arise from the unsupervised clustering algorithms inability to sufficiently separate these two groups due to their relative similarity. Although lncRNA specific expression may exist in these patient groups, the detection of a separation based on these may be masked by the large number of lncRNAs included in the analysis.
ClusterSignificance provides an easy to use platform and operates free from assumptions regarding the underlying data distribution. Therefore, with increasing usage of high-throughput methods, we believe ClusterSignificance will provide a crucial downstream tool aiding in a complete and succinct understanding of results derived from such studies.
